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How to write a good  
course project report
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Purpose
What will you learn from doing the final project?

• Gain experience working on some original research


• Check your understanding of concepts from the course


• Identify important issues with the field and think about how to fix them


• Gain experience writing results in a paper style format


• Clearly express where the field was before your paper


• Clearly express how your project has contributed to pushing the field 
forward
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This tutorial



Resources

Much of this tutorial is inspired by the following resources:


• https://billf.mit.edu/sites/default/files/documents/cvprPapers.pdf


• http://www.ai.mit.edu/courses/6.899/papers/ted.htm


• http://approximatelycorrect.com/2018/01/29/heuristics-technical-scientific-
writing-machine-learning-perspective/

https://billf.mit.edu/sites/default/files/documents/cvprPapers.pdf
http://www.ai.mit.edu/courses/6.899/papers/ted.htm
http://approximatelycorrect.com/2018/01/29/heuristics-technical-scientific-writing-machine-learning-perspective/
http://approximatelycorrect.com/2018/01/29/heuristics-technical-scientific-writing-machine-learning-perspective/


Organization
Typical Sections

• Introduction


• Related Work


• Method


• Experiments


• Conclusion


• Future Work / Limitations



Organization
From Ted Adelson

• Start by stating which problem you are addressing, keeping the audience in 
mind.  They must care about it, which means that sometimes you must tell them 
why they should care about the problem.


• Then state briefly what the other solutions are to the problem, and why they 
aren't satisfactory. If they were satisfactory, you wouldn’t need to do the 
work. 

• Then explain your own solution, compare it with other solutions, and say why it’s 
better.


• At the end, talk about related work where similar techniques and experiments 
have been used, but applied to a different problem.

http://www.ai.mit.edu/courses/6.899/papers/ted.htm

http://www.ai.mit.edu/courses/6.899/papers/ted.htm


Tip:  
Explicitly write out the research question you are trying to answer 
so that you have a central goal. As you are writing your paper, 
ensure that you are always addressing the question.

e.g. Let’s say you want to classify images of animals taken in the wild. You might ask 
something like: 


Does incorporating geographic features into an image classifier improve species classification?


This may seem trivial, but it can come in handy when trying to determine null hypothesis vs 
what you are interested in measuring. [Also useful in presentations to communicate a clear goal 
with your audience] 



Introduction



Example
Cycle-GAN

Objective:


Help the reader 
understand the 
problem and why 
it is important.

Figure gives visual 
examples of what “image 
translation” means



Example
Cycle-GAN

Objective:


Help the reader 
understand the 
problem and why 
it is important. Give an example of 

“image translation”, refer 
to the figure.



Example
Cycle-GAN

Objective:


Show that other 
solutions to the 
problem are 
unsatisfactory.

Define “image-to-image 
translation” explicitly 

“Other solutions to the 
problem are 
unsatisfactory” (and why)



Example
Cycle-GAN

Objective:


Show the new 
solution to the 
problem and say 
why its better Their solution and why it’s 

better

Another unsatisfactory 
solution

Experimental results



Example
BigGAN

Figure gives visual 
examples of what “high 
fidelity natural image 
synthesis” means



Example
BigGAN

The problem is interesting 
because there is a large 
gap in the fidelity of 
synthetic and natural 
images.

Bullet points showing the 
main contributions of the 
paper

Experimental results



Introduction
Summary

• State the problem and context. Why is this problem important?


• Why are other solutions unsatisfactory? What is your solution? What are the 
implications of your solution?


• What is new in your paper?


• Bullet points for the main contributions can be really helpful for the 
reader! 

• I would probably write this section after Methods + Results, since your 
introduction should be centred around context needed to understand your 
results



Related Work



Related Work
Motivation

• Know your audience! 


• Does the reader have a background in the subject of the paper?


• No? Then this is a good place to provide some references to important 
prior works, explain the history of solutions to the problem, and place your 
paper’s contributions in context.


• Yes? The reader will commonly wonder how the method differs from an 
already published prior method. This is a good place to show that you 
understand the subject and have read the relevant works. 

https://beehive.cs.princeton.edu/wiki/writing/how-to-write-a-related-work-section/

https://beehive.cs.princeton.edu/wiki/writing/how-to-write-a-related-work-section/


Related Work
Tips

• Think about key components a reader should know before reading your 
paper. 


• There should be a common theme to each paragraph in this section.


• Be extremely generous in including related work. Be intellectually honest.

https://beehive.cs.princeton.edu/wiki/writing/how-to-write-a-related-work-section/

https://beehive.cs.princeton.edu/wiki/writing/how-to-write-a-related-work-section/


Example
Cycle-GAN

• Paragraphs are 
organized by high-
level topic.


• The authors 
demonstrate that 
they are aware of a 
lot of related work.



Method



Method
Motivation

• Present the main (non-experimental) results.


• Show in detail what the method is and why it is (theoretically) justified.



Method
Tips

• Include an algorithm box, equations describing your model, theorems or formally 
stated conjectures.


• Often nice to include an image of the model architecture or algorithm pipeline


• This section is fairly easy to write in my experience.


• I would probably do this section first. 


• Describe what you did and why! Ideally you should already have a good idea of 
what to write here by the time it’s time to write the report.


• You can also write this section as you are performing experiments to ensure you 
don’t forget anything you did (make sure to keep a log of some sort)



Example
Cycle-GAN

• A large component 
of this paper was 
the new loss 


• The authors 
describe their new 
loss in detail.



Example
CPC

• Walk through the 
theory of the paper 
as clearly as 
possible.



Implementation/Experiments



Implementation/Experiments
Reproducibility 

• Your report should provide enough information to reproduce results.


• Architecture, loss, optimizer details, hyperparameters (and how you found those hyperparameters)


• What tricks were useful to make your approach work?


• What were the most important parameters to tune?


• How much compute was used?


• This section does not need to be extremely long 


• Sometimes people include this section at the end of their paper if implementation is not central to 
their study


• I would write this section together with Methods



Results/Discussion



Results/Discussion

• Some papers combine Results + Discussion into one section, others leave it 
as two sections


• It is usually good to have an analysis of the results right after you present; if 
you leave it to a separate section, the reader may forget


• Then, you can leave the discussion for overall thoughts and limitations


• I would write these sections after Methods and Experiments



Results
Tips

• Determine your baselines (null hypothesis): you will be comparing the 
performance of your algorithm with a prior approach.


• Describe the implementation of the prior approach. Did you use existing 
code or reimplement it yourself?


• You should probably make sure these papers are mentioned in the 
introduction



Results
Metrics
• Describe the metrics you are using to define success.


• What metrics make sense given your context? 


• Is your data imbalanced? Accuracy value (# correct / total) may be uninformative


• How bad are false positives, false negatives?  


• Some useful metrics to think about: AUROC, AUPRC, F-score, macro/micro 
accuracy, KL divergence, loss


• Can you get a confidence bound or a p-value*? 


• *Different subfields have different trends for reporting error estimates and 
significance. Take a look at what previous papers did. 


• As a starting point, look at what metrics previous works used



Discussion
Tips

• Usually you will want to convince the reader that your approach is useful in the real world.


• State hypotheses and motivation for each experiment.


• Think about whether you have clear evidence to verify or nullify the hypothesis.


• Don’t cherry pick results! 


• Including negative results is fine, especially for this project report.


• If you have negative results, would be good to write about why you think it turned out that way


• Write about limitations of your work.


• If you weren’t able to run all the experiments you planned to, why not?


• Was anything holding you back? E.g. compute, time


• Are there underlying problems with your dataset, model that you couldn’t fix?


• Mention some future work (experiments to extend your work) 



Abstract/Conclusion



Abstract/Conclusion
Tips

• I usually write these last


• First, I read through my paper and make sure everything follows a cohesive 
narrative


• If it doesn’t follow a cohesive narrative, I take this time to edit


• I construct a list of the main points a reader needs to know about the paper 
and I turn it into abstract 


• Remember, an abstract is a selling point of your work: you want to spend 
some time on it to make sure it is well-written



How to Read a Paper



How to Read a Paper

• Most people will look at:


• abstract


• first paragraph of the intro to understand what problem the paper is trying 
to solve


• last paragraph (bullet points) of the intro for contributions of the paper 


• interesting figures and their captions

Inspired by: https://twitter.com/hardmaru/status/1305758751798910976

https://twitter.com/hardmaru/status/1305758751798910976


Figures

• A reader should be able to understand your paper without looking at any 
figures


• Key details in the paper should not be hidden within figures


• A reader should be able to understand your paper only looking at the figures


• Figures stand out and readers should be able to get a general idea about the 
paper just from looking at them.


• When writing captions, keep in mind that some people may not have read 
the text that refers to the figure. Include enough details to explain the main 
idea of the figure.



References



References
Tips
• Use dblp.org instead of arxiv to get bibtex entries.


• Cite generously


• Make sure to cite sources wherever you use them (not just the first time; not 
just in the related works section)


• If in doubt, cite (better to over-cite than under-cite!)


• Use \citet{} for a textual citation, \citep{} for parenthetical.

http://dblp.org


How to get a good score



Rubric

• Quality [35%] (do good technical work)


• Clarity [25%] (follow the writing guidelines in this tutorial)


• Originality [20%] (is what you are doing novel?)


• Significance [5%] (are the results important? important can mean many 
things!)


• Participation [15%] (write reviews of other students’ projects)



Reviewing



How to Write a Review
From the ICLR 2021 Reviewer Guide

• Read the paper carefully, considering the following:


• What is the goal of the paper?


• What did the authors do well?


• What are the weaknesses of the paper?


• Keep in mind that even if a paper isn’t interesting to you, it may be 
interesting to others.



How to Write a Review
From the ICLR 2021 Reviewer Guide

• Answer these key questions:


• What is specifically being tackled by the paper?


• Is the approach well motivated?


• Does the paper support the claims it makes?



How to Write a Review
From the ICLR 2021 Reviewer Guide

• To write the review:


• Summarize what the paper contributes.


• List strong and weak points.


• State the score you are giving the paper.


• Provide support for your score.


• Write what would be needed to improve the score.



Summary



Summary
How to write a good course project report

• Write a good intro, clearly introducing the problem, why it is important and 
unsolved, and the contributions of your paper.


• Cite generously.


• Clearly state hypotheses and whether the evidence verifies or nullifies them.



Good Luck!


